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1. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM 
Let w(x) be a non-negative weight function for which 
the modified moments 
1 
Vk = (1 Tk(x)w(x)dx' (1) 
wher eT k is the k-th Chebyshev polynomial, are 
known. It has been shown by Gautschi [3] that the 
problem 0ft.determ:lr~g the abscissae x~ n)'- and 
weights w~ ") of the Ganssian quadrature ule 
%f= (1 lf(x)w( )d  (2) 
k=l  k (k )~"  
from the v k is well-conditioned. This paper presents 
a set of FORTRAN subroutines that accomplish this 
task. 
2. DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD 
Let {nn)n= 0 be the sequence of polynomials ortho- 
normal with respect to the inner product 
1 
(f'g)' (1 f(x)g(x)w(x)dx. (3) 
The following facts are classical (see e.g. Stroud and 
Secrest [11]) : 
(i) The abscissae x~ n)~ are the roots of Ir n. 
(ii) The weights are given by 
w!n) = 1 (4) 
K k 2 . u'l~!n)llr . I~(n)l 
n- I  n"  1¢ - n - . l : -K  - 
where k n is the leading coefficient of ~n" 
Off) The polynomials 7rn satisfy a three-term recurrence 
relation 
t*n+l~rn+l(x) + ( fn -  x)lrn(X ) +,~nrrn_l(X ) = 0 (5) 
where the coefficients (a n ) and {fin ) are given by 
kn-1 (6) 
n kn 
3 n = (X~n, rrn). (7) 
Formulae (4) to (7) essentially define an algorithm for 
solving the problem. However, since the computation 
of the required inner products eems to require the 
ordinary moments, Gantschi [4] and Sack and Donovan 
[10] give algorithms based on the three-term recurrence 
relation of the Chebyshev polynomials to determine 
a n and fn in terms of the modified moments. These 
algorithms have the advantage that the T k may be re- 
placed by any other sequence of polynomials satisfying 
a three-term recurrence r lation, but require the solu- 
tion of a system of linear equations. 
It is nevertheless possible to use the v k directly to 
obtain the required inner products. This observation 
is made by Branders [1] and rests on the product 
formula for the Chebyshev polynomials 
Tj(x)Tk(x) _ 1 {Tj+k(x)+T~_kl(X)}" (8) 
This approach requires less storage and fewer 
computations than the cited algorithms of Gautschi 
and of Sack and Donovan. 
In our program we use the monic orthogonal poly- 
nomials Pn rather than the orthonormal polynomials 
rr n in order to simplify the practical aspects. The re- 
currence relation then becomes 
Pn+l(X) = (x-ak)Pn(X) - bkPn_l(X ) (9) 
with 
(xPk'Pk) (10) 
ak = "(Pk,Pk) 
and 
(Pk,Pk) (11) 
bk = (Pk-i,Pk-1) 
By storing the Pn as finite Chebyshev expansions, the 
computation of the required inner products becomes 
very simple, as shown by Branders. The relevant 
formulae are given by Laurie [6] or can be derived 
from those given by Branders [1], who uses a different 
standardization f the Pn" 
3. DETERMINATION OF THE ABSCISSAE AND 
WEIGHTS 
Mthough the determination f the roots of a poly- 
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nomial should be an easy task if they are known to 
be real and simple, it requires ome fmesse in 
practice. Stroud and Secrest [11], for example, apply 
Newton's iteration together with very sophisticated 
methods that have to be derived specially for each 
weight function for finding initial estimates for the 
roots. Branders [1] uses the Q-D algorithm, which has" 
been proved to be stable by Rutishauser [9] if the 
roots are all positive. 
A particularly efficient method, however, is that of 
Kerner [5]. Let ~LIu)," ~(0), ~(0) be initial estimates 
2 ""' n 
for the roots of a monic polynomial p; successive 
estimates are obtained by the iteration 
(i+1) (i) " 
J Q=I J 
where -- x ( i÷1)  for  < i and Xo --- i) for  > j 
tn the program, is  mply ove itt0n on 
The polynomial p is evaluated by Clenshaw's algor- 
ithm [2]. 
Kerner's method is quadratically convergent and 
finds all roots simultaneously. It is not so sensitive to 
initial estimates as is Newton's method, but also re- 
quires good initial estimates to avoid the risks o£ 
accidental division by zero, slow convergence and 
disturbance of the ordering of the roots. The inter- 
lacing property of the roots suggests initial estimates 
of the form 
~ O)=O(n)l .(-1)+[1-o~n)]:xln-1); 
~O) o~n)xj(n;1)+ o(n)j --(n-l) = [1- ]x i , j=2,3 .... ,n-l; 
~(n0) ' ^(n) (n-1)+r.~(n), 1. (13) 
gn Xn-1 [i"Vn 1" 
The obvious choice of all 0! n) = 1-- was found to be 
J 2 
too inaccurate, and the following formulae were 
found heuristically : 




O(n) _ n-1 
n n+l 
j=2,3 ..... n- l ;  (14) 
4. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 
A non-trivial example is furnished by the weight 
function 
w(x) = -~n( 1-x 2) (15) 
since the moments are irrational and approaches 
based on exact rational calculation fail. 
In view of the symmetry, only the even moments are 
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non-zero. The modified moments obey the inhomo- 
geneous recurrence r lation 
(k+2)Pk+ 1 = (k-2)Vk_1+8/(4-k2), k=1,3,5 ..... (16) 
with initial value 
v 0 = 4(1 -.Qn 2). (17) 
A detailed iscussion on how to obtain recurrence 
relations for modified moments i given by Lewanowicz 
[7,8]. 
The program was run twice : in a single (48 bits) and 
in a double (96 bits) precision version on a CDC Cyber 
174. For the 30 point formula, the results of the two 
versions agreed to 14 digits for the abscissae and to 
nearly 11 digits for the weights, indicating that where- 
as the abscissae are accurate nearly to mai:hine precision, 
about 3 1 significant digits get lost in the computation 
Z 
of the weights. For this reason, the tables listed are be- 
lieved to be correct o the 25 sighificant digits given. 
In the double precision case, the iteration for the roots 
required only six iteration sweeps for all the formulae 
from the 3-point formula onwards. No reordering of 
roots was necessary. 
5. FORTRAN SUBROUTINES 
The user need only call the principal subroutine 
ORTHOG. Since the comments at the start of this sub- 
routine fully explain the technical details, we give here 
only a qualitative description of each subroutine. 
(i) ORTHOG - Administrates the flow of the calculation 
and generates initial values for the polynomial zero 
finder• 
(ii) RECURS - Generates the next orthogonal poly- 
nomial from the previous two by the recursion formula. 
(iii) PRRS - Calculates the roots of a polynomial by 
Kerner's iteration method [5]. 
(iv) SCALP - Calculates the scalar product of two 
vectors. 
(v)TIPK -Muhiplies a finite Chebyshev series of 
degree k by T 1. 
(vi) TKPK - Multiplies a finite.Chebyshev series of 
degree k by T k. 
(vii) POLVAL - Sums a finite Chebyshev series by 
Clenshaw's algorithm. Note that the first term is not 
taken with weight 1. 
2 
(viii) POLDER - Evaluates the derivative of a poly- 
nomial given as a product of linear factors at one of its 
roots .  
(ix) WEIGHT - Calculates weights by the Christoffel- 
Darboux formula. 
(x) BUBBLE - Sorts roots in ascending order. The 
quality of the initial values generated inORTHOG is 
such that BUBBLE has up to now done nothing except 
to verify that the roots are already in sequence. A 'fast' 
sorting routine is therefore not needed. - 
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C COMPUTATICN OF GAUSSIAIW (~UADRATURE RULES FROM 
C MODIFIED MOMENTS USING FINITE CI~EBYCHEV EXPANSIONS. 
C 
C USAGE 






























- QUADRATURE R~LES WITH 1,2,...,MMAX POINTS 
ARE GENERATE£. 
- WCRK ARE~ OF EIMENSION II*NMAX+4 
- USER SUPPLIEC EXTERNAL SUBROUTINE, 
MOMENT(M,NIeTC CALCULATE THE CHEBYSHEV 
MOMENTS CORRESPCNCING TO SOME WEIGHT FUNCTION 
DEFINED CN ThE INTERVAL ( - I , l ) .  THE 
SUBROUTIhE SPC~LC STORE ThE ( I -1 ) -ST  MOMENT 
IN MI I ) ,  I= I ,2 , . . . ,N ,  WHERE M IS A REAL 
ONE-DIMEnSIONAL ARRAY. 
- USER SUPPLIEC EXTERNAL SUBROUTINE, 
PRINT(N,~,R,W), W~ERE P( I ) ,  I= I ,2 , . . . ,N+1 
CONTAINS ThE COEFFICIENTS OF THE (I-1)-ST 
CHEBYSHEV POLYNOMIAL IN THE EXPANSION OF 
THE ORTHEG~NAL POLYNOMIAL OF DEGREE N, 
R( I ) ,  I=1 ,2 , . . .~  CONTAINS THE ABSCISSAE AND k( l l ,  
I= I ,2 , . . . ,M  CONTAINS ThE WEIGHTS OF THE CORRES- 
PONDING GAUSS IA~ QUADRATURE RULE. 
THIS SUBROUTINE MAY BE USED TO PRINT TABLES 
CF THE AESCISSAE ANC WEIGHTS, STORE THEM IN 
COMMON, PUNCh ThEM AS CATA STATEMENTS, OR 
FOR ANY ETHER P~RPOSE SUGGESTED BY THE USER'S 
INGENUITY. 
REAL WK(554)  
C REAL WK{NMAXI 
C 













C IN IT IAL IZAT ION OF RECURSIC~ SCHEME 
CALL MOMENT(WK(NM),2*NMAX) 










WK ( K1 ) =-WK( MM+I ) /Wg ( NM ) 
WK(K I+I )= I .0  
WK(NN)=WK (~P)  
WK(NR)=-WK(K1)  
CALL PR INT( l tWK(K I I tWK(NR) tWK(NMI}  
MAIN RECURSIGN LCOP 




X=- l .  
GF NEXT ORTFOGOMAL POLYNOMIAL 
RECURS(WK(KCI,WK(K1)tWK(K2),WK(NN)tWK(NMItWK(NHI,NI-I) 
OF INITIAL VALUES FOR POLYNOMIAL ZERO FINDER. 
20 
TH=2. / (h I+ I )  
L I=LL I  
L2=LL2 
DO 20 J=2,NI  
WK(L2 I=X*TH+WK(L I I * ( I . -TH)  
TH=(J+oS)/ (NI+21 
X=WK(LII 
L I=Lt , I  
L2=L2+I 
CONTINUE 
TH=(NI -1 . ) / (N I÷ I . )  
WK(L2)=X*TH+(Z.-TH) 
CALCULATION OF ZEROS 
CALL PRRS(NItWKIK2ItWK(LL2I) 
C 
C CALCULATION GF WEIGHTS 
CALL WEIGHT(NI~WK(KI)tWK(LL2ItWK(NWItWK(NNil 
C 
C OUTPUT OF COEFFICIENTS 
CALL PRINT(NI,WK(K2ItWK(LL2ItWK(NWI) 
C 
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SUBROUTINE RECURS(FO,P I ,P2,N,M,Q,K)  
C 
C DEGREE K÷I USING P1,THE POLYNOMIAL OF DEGREE K AND PC, THE 
C POLYNOMIAL OF DEGREE K - I .  
C 
C N(K+I) - NORMS OF IHE POLYhOMIALS 
C M(2*K+2)  - CHEBYSHEV MOMEkTS 
- WORKING ARRAY CF LENGT~ 2(K+I) C Q 
C 
REAL PO (K), PI(K|,P2(K ),N (K),M(K | vR,Q(K) 
CALL TKPK (K,PI,Q; 
CALL T1PK (K ,P I ,P2)  
K].=K÷I 
KKI=KI÷K 
N (KI)=SCALP ( KKI,Q, M) 
R=PI |K) /P I (K I )  
IF(K.EC. I)R=R+R 
R=(SCALP(KK1,QtM(2 l ) /N(K I )4R) /2 .  
DO lO I=I,K1 
P2(I )=P2( I )-R'P1( I ) 
lO CONTINUE 
R=N(K I ) /N(K)  
IF (K.GT. I)R=R/2- 
DO 20 I=I ,K 






C INNER PRODUCT CF THE VECTORS X AND Y OF DIMENSION N. 
C 
C IF POSSIBLE, SCALP SHOULD BE REPLACED BY A MACHINE-LANGUAGE 




DO IO J=I,N 
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SUBROUTINE PRRS(N,P,R) 
C 
C CALCULATION OF THE ROOTS R( I I , I= I , . . . ,N  OF A MONIC 
C POLYNOMIAL OF DEGREE N BY LSING THE ALGORITHM OF 
C KERNER (ALGORITHM 283,  CGLLECTEC ALGORITHMS FROM CACM). 
C 
C THE VECTOR P( I |g I= l ,2 t . . . ,M~l  SHOULE CONTAIN THE COEFFICIENTS CF 
C POLVAL(N,P ,X ,Y ) ,  WHICH C~LCULATES THE VALUE Y OF THE POLYNEMIAL AT 
G THE POINT X. 
C 
C MACHINE DEPENDENT TOLERANCE (EPS! SHOULD BE SLIGHTLY SMALLER 




DO I0 ITER=I,100 
OM=O.O 
DV=O.O 
DO 5 K=I,N 




R|K)=R(K) -D  
IF(ABS(R(K)).GI.~V}CV=~BS(R(K)) 
5 CONTINUE 
IF (DM/DV.LT.EPS)GO T~ 15 
I0 CONTINUE 
C 





SUBROUTINE TIPK(K~A, BI 
C 
C CALCULATES CHEBYSHEV EXPANSION B(X}=TI(X)*A(X) WHERE A IS CF DEGREE g 
C AND TL IS T~E FIRST CHEBYS~E~ POLYNOMIAL. 
C 
REAL A(K) ,B(K)  
BI2)=A(1) 






30 B(I I=A(2) /2.  
DO 35 I=I,K 
B(I+2)=A(I÷I)/2.  
35 CONTINUE 
DO 40 I=2,K 
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SUBROUTINE TKPK(K,~,B) 
C 
C CALCULATES CHEBYSHEV EXPAhSICN B(X)=TK(XI*A(X) WHERE A IS CF DEGREE K 






DO 10 I=I ,K 
R=A( I+ I ) /2 .  
J=K I÷I  
B( J )=R 
J=K I - I  











IF(N.EQ.1)GO TO 30 
U=X 
B=O.O 
IF(N.EQ.2IGO TO 20 
Y=U+U 
J=N-1 

















DO 10 I=I,N 










CALCULATION OF WEIGHTS BY TPE CHRISTOFFEL-DARBO~X 
NORMALIZING CONDITION SUMIWI I I , I=I , . . . ,N)  = S 
20 
30 
REAL P(N I ,R (N I ,W(N)  
SUM=O.O 
DO 20 I=I,N 
CALL POLVAL(N-I,P,R(1),Y) 
CALL POLDER(N, I ,R~ Z ) 














BUBBLE SCRT IN ASCENEIhG SEQUENCE OF THE 






2 IF(R(I! .LT.R(I+I}}CO IC 3 
IFIKI.EQ.O )KI=I 
C=R ( I ) 
R( I )=R ( I * l )  
R(I+I)=C 
K2=I 
3 1 = I+ l  
IF(I.LE.N2)GO TO 2 
NI=KI-I 
N2=K2-1 
I F (N1 .LE .O)N I=I  





DOUBLE PRECISION R(502} 
CALL MOM12V(Nt ' I .OOIDOt -C .5EOtRt IER)  
DO IO I=I,N 
M( I )  = R( I )  
IO CONI INUE 
RETURN 
END 
VECTOR R OF LEI~GTE I~. 
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